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Experience 

Web Developer Feb 2023 – Current 

Evolve Business Advisory, Oakville Ontario  
 

• Built and maintained WordPress websites using PHP, HTML, CSS, and JavaScript  

• Collaborated with a designer and senior developer to develop wireframes, mockups, and prototypes for new 
WordPress websites and features, ensuring that client needs and requirements were met and that the website 
adhered to best practices in website development 

• Developed custom WordPress themes and plugins using PHP, HTML, CSS, and JavaScript to provide clients 
with unique and tailored website solutions 

 
Frontend Developer Internship | Certificate Nov 2022 – Dec 2022 

Frontend Simplified 

 
• Transformed a completely static HTML, CSS, JavaScript and React single page application into an interactive 

user interface using animations, transitions and carousels 

• Processed API requests with Axios to dynamically represent data from a cloud server and represented it 
through skeleton loading states, pagination and dynamic routing 

• Utilized Git version control and the GitHub interface to work and thrive in a virtual and collaborative team 

environment 

• Contributed to a dynamic and collaborative team of three, utilizing Agile methodologies to successfully complete 

projects during the internship and performed code reviews 

• Actively participated in all aspects of the software development life cycle, including requirements gathering, 

design, maintenance, testing, and deployment 

 

Projects 
 

Sleek | Website | GitHub                            React | JavaScript | HTML5 | CSS3 | REST API | GitHub | Git | Firebase | UseContext 

• Developed a social media app using react with the ability to post comments, like post and message. 

• Utilized Firebase for real-time data storage and retrieval, allowing for dynamic and responsive updates to 

the user interface 

• Implemented authentication through firebase and used context api for image uploads 

 
Tremors | Website | GitHub        HTML | CSS | JavaScript | React (Hooks & Routing) | APIs  

• Managed a team of 3 to create a React project with Firebase and React allowing users to view earthquakes 

in the last 24 hours 

• Utilizes 2 APIs calls through axios to plot earthquakes on a vector map, assign heroes and log vacation 

days to Firebase 

 
Dil’s Game Shop | Website | GitHub React | JavaScript | HTML5 | CSS3 | REST API | GitHub | Git 

• A mock e-commerce gaming store built with React and RAWG API 

• Users can browse game products by category and add products to cart. Users can also sort games by rating 

and price 

 

Education 

 

Juno College of Technology Aug 2022 – Nov 2022 

Web Development  

Relevant Courses: Advanced Website Design, Agile Software Development 

 
Technical Skills 

Languages: HTML5 | CSS3 (+ SCSS, BEM) | JavaScript ES6+ | JSON | AJAX | RESTFUL API | PHP 

Frameworks: React (+ hooks) | Material-UI | Bootstrap | Node.js (basic) | Angular | TypeScript | Wordpress | 
Woocommerce | WP Bakery | Gravity Forms 

Technology: NPM | Git | Yarn | React dev tools | Firebase v9 | GitHub | Jest | Google Analytics  
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